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City of New Bern 
Historic Preservation Stakeholder Meeting: Day 1 
February 22, 2021 from 9:30 a.m. to 10:15 a.m. 

Meeting Minutes 
 
Attendees:
 
Lisa Craig  The Craig Group 
Keri Ragland  The Craig Group  
Bill Faulkenberry MBF Architects, PA 
Chris Crew  NCEM/SHMO 
 
 

 
Jim Morrison  Greenbrier 
John Wood  NC SHPO 
Kennail Humphrey Sunnyside 
Tripp Eure  MBF Architects, PA 
Marlena Byrne NCDPS  

 
• Historic Preservation Review (Lisa Craig) 

o Lisa explained our progress thus far on identifying historic preservation and 
cultural areas of significance. 
 Some of the properties are just important to the community. 
 We are in the process of mapping properties that are at risk.  Looking at 

1% and 0.2% annual chance flood zones. We have 335 properties in these 
categories that are designated. 205 of those are in the downtown area. 
Colonial era properties or individually listed properties are pinpointed. 

 Community noted some of the most important community ones. Listed a 
few are highlighted here. We also found out how critical the downtown 
was, not just in terms of buildings but also streetscapes, views, and access. 
We received many comments about churches, access to grocery stores, 
and the business district.  

 Other places include downtown buildings and individual businesses, 
focusing on the local economy and tourism. Mitchell's hardware, also a 
gathering place, was noted. 

 Some non-historic places were called out by the community as a place of 
normalcy, such as the convention center and walkways. 

 Vulnerable neighborhoods include some historic places but might not be 
located in a historic district. Important building to the community, 
including African-American places. 

• Top 3 Preferences for Possible City Actions 
o Lisa asked the group to rank their top three preferences based on the following 

survey: 
1. Establish a field team to assist in pre-disaster preparedness and post-

disaster recovery.  
2. Reduce flood risk and flood insurance costs by promoting participation in 

the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).  
3. Establish an incentive for flood adaptation at the local policy level.  
4. Develop design guidelines for adapting historic properties to minimize 

flooding.  
5. Educate residents and business about economic benefits of natural disaster 

preparedness.  
6. Educate home buyers and real estate professional about flood risk and 

adaptation.  
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7. Develop a “how-to” workbook/workshop on adapting historic properties 
to flooding.  

8. Photo-document and laser-scan the most vulnerable historic properties in 
flood-prone areas. 

o Overall results were:  
1. Establish a field team to assist in pre-disaster preparedness and post-

disaster recovery.  
2. Reduce flood risk and flood insurance costs by promoting participation in 

the NFIP.  
 With these landing in a tie: 
4. Develop design guidelines for adapting historic properties to minimize 

flooding.  
6. Educate home buyers and real estate professional about flood risk and 

adaptation.  
7. Develop a “how-to” workbook/workshop on adapting historic properties 

to flooding.  
• City Actions Exercise  

o Lisa walked the stakeholder group through the exercise to determine City actions. 
1. What actions can be taken?  
2. What barriers exist to taking those actions?  
3. What approach should be taken to accomplish the actions? 
4. What are milestones in the action process?  
5. What factors into the cost for those actions?  
6. Who is responsible for those actions?  
7. What are the immediate next steps for action? 

• Open Discussion with Stakeholders  
o Q: Lisa asked what is the first action? 
o A: Multi-disciplinary team members; predetermine team makeup - multi 

discipline. John stated we need preservationists - accessing buildings ahead of 
time, engineers, architects, contractors, emergency management people, building 
inspectors. Local floodplain admin. Public works. 

o Q: Lisa asked what about residential areas? Who else should be a part of the field 
team? 

o A: A rep from the insurance industry to help educate people. Security or police 
presence for legitimacy 

o Q: Lisa asked how do we convene that group? Do they need training? What are 
the next steps to secure these folks, made of volunteers? What to do first once 
pulled? 

o A: We need training and a methodology to score things similarly.   
o Q: Lisa asked do we have any barriers to getting them to this point? What do we 

need to overcome? 
o Q: Jim asked what composition did the city’s damage access team have last time? 
o A: Bill stated mostly governmental. Chris Crew added NC Cultural Resources has 

a CREST team, cultural resources emergency stabilization team. They give 
advice, provide training, and participate in the recovery of historic artifacts and 
buildings. Adrienne Berney at NCDCS is contact. 
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o Q: Lisa stated this is great information. A team is available and has a model for 
this approach. How do we get this started working with New Bern government? 

o A: The government has many volunteer committees or Alderman will select 
someone from their ward.  

o Q: Lisa stated there needs to be activation, someone ready to go. Is there a 
significant cost here or is it volunteers only? 

o A: Jim answered I don't think there is a significant cost. Question is what can I do 
to my house that requires a sophisticated answer because there is an HPC process.  
What if we handed out this information right before events?  What can I do, what 
is the cost?  We need something with immediate actions. 

o A: Bill stated it is about the makeup of the team. Committee is not called on often. 
Hopefully, the challenge is to have this that meets somewhat regularly to make 
sure they are still intact and ready. It needs to be looked at annually to keep it in 
place.  Look at our history, more damage regularly. 

o A: Jim stated the local historic district should be consulted on this. They oversee 
the certificate of appropriateness of changes.  Working with them to have all of 
this written in advance, what does and does not require a permit.   

o A: Tripp Eure stated some of the things we are doing include having some 
guidelines on elevating houses.  Matt Schelly is working on how to prepare for a 
flood event regarding what you can and cannot do.  Someone from HPC needs to 
be a part of that stakeholder group. 

o Q: Lisa asked what are the immediate next steps for action? In terms of the how-
to, what gets us to tie into your team, Tripp? It sounds like there are some things 
in the works with the Alderman.  Do you have some things in the works already? 
Do you already have immediate actions plans, need to nominate more people? 
Under who? 

o A: The planning department. We need a methodology for contractors who flood 
the area. We need to be able to coordinate with them about what the historic 
allowances are. They need some permission from the government on what they 
can do with and without review, what they should be qualified to do. 

o Comment: Lisa stated you can pick something like hurricane preparedness month 
or flood safety week to get this information out for more education and 
awareness. 

o Comment: Jim stated Riverside and the historic association are good avenues for 
that. When he was on HPC, some cities have modified their guidelines for non-
primary facades. We can maybe use some substitute materials on other sides to 
minimize damage and recovery costs.   

o Q: Lisa said let us jump to design guidelines. Which do just that, allow for 
synthetic materials for other parts of the house or for below design flood elevation 
level to help reduce flood costs.  Tripp, is there room for a more robust approach? 

o A: Tripp Eure stated there are two guidelines not yet approved. The first is 
elevating a structure, cannot be more than the regulatory limit. Second is that once 
the footprint has been elevated for terracing or landscaping to help bring the 
visual appearance back to original context. How To - staff is managing, 
alternative methods deemed acceptable with FEMA and Department of the 
Interior.  
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o Comment: Lisa stated there are some really good models out there in the sense of 
gathering.  Those are resources we can help provide. I've seen several examples.  
That’s an action we can take relative to design guidelines, is to get the how-to on 
adaptation strategies. Can ideas be sent to John Wood as a regional clearinghouse, 
compared with other communities? We want this to be applicable elsewhere.  

o Q: Lisa stated I don't think we have barriers other than staff and time.  What is the 
approach, Tripp, to getting these developed and in front of alder people for 
consideration? 

o A: Tripp Eure said there's some other changes to the guidelines that we are 
waiting for to do as part of a package.  To do all at once is the best use of time.  

o Comment: Lisa remarked the milestone is then getting that information together 
and in front of you, Tripp. 

o Comment: Tripp Eure stated Matt Schelly has a notebook of relevant information. 
Matt would draft the staff rules of procedures. He could use some help as he's 
busy. 

o Q: Lisa stated another milestone is to draft the rules of procedures together.  
Putting this all together is more than just staff time. Is this something that could 
be a carry on of this plan? Do we need additional funding for more staff or 
resources? 

o A: Yes 
o Comment: Bill said HPC is limited to exterior guidelines. One of the things I 

noticed after the last event was contractors taking out a lot of historic fabric on the 
inside.  Need to regulate but not confuse with HPC. 

o Q: Lisa said we need to get some information in front of HPC. The next 
conversation on the 24th will be on the immediate actions. Final comments? 

o A: Wood stated are there design guidelines with SHPO specifically for flooding? 
Will make a note. 

• Key Takeaways 
o The group identified their top three (3) preferences for City Actions regarding 

Historic Preservation and Resilience. The top three answers were: 
1. Establish a field team to assist in pre-disaster preparedness and post-

disaster recovery.  
2. Reduce flood risk and flood insurance costs by promoting participation in 

the NFIP.  
4. Develop design guidelines for adapting historic properties to minimize 

flooding.  
o The group then walked through an exercise to determine next steps for the City to 

take action. 
1. Establish a Team: 

• The first action is to create a multi-disciplinary team of 
preservationists, engineers, architects, contractors, building 
inspectors and other professionals.  The group would need to 
establish a common methodology to score all properties and 
situations evenly.   

• To get this group started, the Alderman could appoint members of 
the committee from each Ward. A great tool will be to utilize the 
NC CREST (Cultural Resources Emergency Stabilization Team) 
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for advice and to provide training.  The team would need to remain 
active and meet semi-regularly. 

• Community outreach should take advantage of Hurricane 
Preparedness Month or Flood Safety Week to boost awareness.  
The committee could pass out information regarding HPC 
Guidelines on elevation and perhaps general adaptation costs as 
well as what they can and cannot do without review from the HPC. 

2. Design Guidelines: 
• There is a need to revamp the design guidelines to allow for the 

use of synthetic materials for parts of the structure or perhaps those 
below the design flood elevation level. Tripp Eure indicated that 
there are currently revisions of the Design Guidelines up for 
review regarding elevation and landscaping. Guidelines in the 
future could include a “How To” on adaptation strategies.  The 
barriers here are likely only staff and time and a milestone would 
be to draft a Rules of Procedures. Additional funding may be 
needed to support staff. 

 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Amanda Ohlensehlen at 
ohlensehlena@newbernnc.gov.    
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